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MEMPHIS - This quarter marks the one-year anniversary of the Memphis Economic Indicator (MEI). Reaching this milestone provides our first opportunity 
to compare responses for the upcoming quarter with those for the same quarter last year. Such comparisons help reduce seasonal “noise” that can arise 
when comparing one quarter to the next. Depending upon the nature of our inquiry, comparing responses with those from the year prior may provide us 
with a better “apples-to-apples” basis from which changes in economic confidence may be examined over time. 

To commemorate the MEI’s first anniversary, I examine MEI responses for next quarter vis-à-vis those for the same quarter last year. Afterwards, I 
provide forecasts for the third quarter of 2014. 

    
Increasing Economic Confidence Among Smaller Firms 

Figure 1 provides mean responses to the MEI’s “increase staff” question for 
2014Q3, along with mean responses to the same question for the same quarter 
last year (2013Q3). Mean confidence scores are provided by employer size, in 
addition to all respondents combined. Figure 1 also provides the change and 
percentage change in mean confidence from 2013Q3 to 2014Q3. 
 
As shown in Figure 1, respondents employed by smaller firms indicate slightly 
greater confidence that they will increase staff, relative to their responses this 
time a year ago (although both scores are in the “unsure” range). Meanwhile, 
respondents employed by larger firms indicate progressively less confidence in staff 
increases, relative to their responses this time a year ago. That is, as the employer 
size increases, “increase staff” confidence declines at an increasing rate. 

Rising confidence in increased staffing among smaller firms is consistent with a 
national pattern. Nationally, roughly 40 percent of workers are employed by firms 
with 1,000 or more employees, yet only about 30 percent of recent job gains have 
occurred within these large firms. In contrast, roughly 30 percent of workers are 
employed by firms with 50 or fewer employees, yet 40 percent of recent job gains 
have occurred within these smaller firms. Since job growth during the present 
recovery is skewed toward smaller employers, it makes sense that – to the limited 
extent we are seeing it – rising confidence in staff increases is occurring among 
respondents at smaller firms.

Similar changes in confidence levels emerge in Figures 2 and 3 which, respectively, 
pertain to the “increased revenues” and the “improved economic position of the 
city” questions within the MEI. As shown in Figure 2, only respondents employed 
by firms with 50 or fewer employees exhibit rising confidence that their revenues 
will increase, on average, relative to this time last year. Likewise, Figure 3 reveals 
that respondents employed by firms with 50 or fewer employees report the 
greatest boost in confidence that the overall economic position of Memphis will 
improve, relative to this time last year. 

In terms of “increasing profits” and “improving the company’s economic position,” the confidence levels of respondents employed by smaller firms rival those of 
respondents at much larger firms. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, confidence in these corporate measures by respondents employed by firms with 50 or fewer employees 
has risen alongside those from respondents employed by firms with over 200 employees. Only respondents within mid-size firms (51 to 200 employees) reveal 

decreasing confidence in “increasing profits” and “improving the company’s economic position,” relative to this time last year.
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Small Increases in Revenue and Employment Forecasted for 2014Q3

There are signs of positive economic momentum, both nationally and locally. The national unemployment rate is 6.1 percent, which is the lowest it has been 
in nearly six years. In Memphis, the unemployment rate is about 7.5 percent, which is down from 9.2 percent just a year ago. However, MEI responses indicate 
that overall economic confidence in the upcoming quarter (when all respondents are combined, regardless of employer size) is somewhat tepid, as shown 
in Figures 1 through 5 and summarized with the Composite MEI Score in Figure 6, below. Given these divergent indicators, what can we expect for 2014Q3? 

Gains to the Logistics & Distribution Sector Positively Impact the Entire Regional Economy

Memphians are aware of the importance of the Logistics & Distribution sector on the regional economy. At the very least, they are aware that FedEx is the single 
largest employer in Memphis and economic outcomes that impact FedEx also impact the regional economy as a whole. 
    
The relevance of the entire Logistics & Distribution sector to all other industries 
in the Memphis MSA can be estimated in terms of employment gains. 
Specifically, the econometric analysis summarized in Figure 6 estimates the 
relationship between Logistics & Distribution employment and employment in 
all other sectors within the Memphis MSA.  

In Figure 7, I provide a forecast of local sales tax revenues for Shelby County. 
Specifically, the amount forecasted is the 2.25% portion (or, if an area is 
creating a new school system, the 2.75% portion) of the overall sales tax, 
tracked on a three-month moving average. This measure serves as a proxy 
for the ebbs and flows in retail sales, and thus also serves as a rough proxy 
for overall business activity in the area. As shown in Figure 7, the forecast model  predicts sales tax revenues of around $22.5M per month during 2014Q3, up 
from $21.4M per month during 2013Q3. In other words, consistent with the slight growth in “increased revenue” confidence among respondents employed 

by small firms (shown in Figure 2), the model predicts a small increase in local sales tax revenues of just over five percent. 

In Figure 8, I provide a forecast of employment for the Memphis 
MSA. This measure, in thousands, is also on a three-month 
moving average. As shown in Figure 8, the forecast model  predicts 
employment of around 608,000 per month during 2014Q3, up 
from approximately 602,000 per month during 2013Q3. So, again, 
consistent with the slight growth in “increased staff” confidence 
among respondents employed by small firms (shown in Figure 
1), the model predicts a small increase in employment relative 
to 2013Q3 (i.e., approximately 6,000 jobs, or  growth of roughly 
one percent). Such growth may be conservative given reports that 
from May 2013 to May 2014 the greater Memphis area already 
added 4,500 jobs, 2,800 of which were created from April to May 
2014 alone.

There are concerns that recent job creation, both nationally and 
locally, has consisted principally of lower quality jobs, where 
employees are working fewer hours and for significantly lower 
wages than they desire.  But, as the unemployment drops, these 
underemployed workers should gradually see their wages and 
hours rise. Moreover, there is no question that national and local 
unemployment rates are indeed falling. The problem continues 
to be that they appear to be falling in super-slow motion. 

Summary
For all respondents combined, overall economic confidence for 
2014Q3 is relatively unchanged from this time a year ago. The 
lone, consistent exception is respondents employed by smaller 
firms (i.e., those with 50 or fewer employees). On average, this 
group shows increasing confidence in all aspects of the MEI, 
relative to their responses this time last year. Moreover, standard 
econometric forecasts for revenue and employment are consistent 
with this group’s increasing confidence for 2014Q3. We should 
see small, but significant, increases in revenues and employment 
during this quarter. 
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